Dear Reverend and Mrs. Bevel:

I hope by now both of you have had time to read at least part of the Summer Issue of FREEDOMWAYS, devoted to the theme: "Harlem: A Community in Transition". This is our most ambitious issue to date. We now plan another special issue and ask your assistance in its preparation and planning.

Our Winter Issue will be devoted, mainly, to the Southern Freedom Movement. We would like to have most of the articles for this issue written by people who have been participants in the movement and others who are still involved. We thought you might have at your disposal the names and addresses of student and adult participants in the movement who could write meaningful articles about their experiences. We hope to introduce a significant body of creative writing in this issue. We are also interested in considering short stories and poetry about the Southern Freedom Movement. Any suggestions you have about how we can make this meaningful contribution to the literature of "The Negro Revolution" through this special issue outlined here will be appreciated.

As the Winter Issue goes to press about December 1st, we are anxious to get started on this correspondence at the earliest possible date.

Sincerely yours,

John H. Clarke
Associate Editor
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